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Abstract 
Digital Innovation Units (DIUs) have become an               

important vehicle for digital innovation and the             
exploration of new ventures, often applying Design             
Thinking (DT). However, scholars lack knowledge           
about how to measure these activities from the               
perspective of both DIUs and DT. To understand the                 
key challenges involved, an exploratory qualitative          
research design and a grounded theory approach were           
adopted to analyze data obtained from interviews            
conducted with 20 DIU members. Our findings identify               
eight challenges around the topic of misalignment             
between the DIUs’ objectives and how their activities               
are assessed by using metrics. The rich descriptions               
provided in this study deepen our understanding of the                 
challenges involved in measuring DIUs’ activities, and             
provide the basis for future developments to monitor               
and steer their innovation activities more meaningfully             
to guide resource allocation. 

1. Introduction 

The fast pace of digital innovation presents a        
game-changer for today's firms [1], [2]. To remain        
competitive, incumbent firms often invest in a variety        
of development activities aimed at transforming their       
core offerings to incorporate numerous connected      
digital products and services, even developing new       
business models [3], [4]. The adoption of Digital        
Innovation Units (DIUs), which are tasked with the        
exploration of new business opportunities, is receiving       
growing attention from both practitioners and scholars       
[5]. These units, which promise to develop innovative        
and customer-centric products and services [8], [9],       
embrace agile work practices for their explorative       
endeavors, such as Design Thinking (DT) [6], [7].        
While both DIUs and DT activities appear to be         

successful in their endeavor to deliver digital       
innovations [10], [11], there is little robust evidence        
linking their performance to their impact [12], [13],        
which suggests a lack of appropriate measurement       
systems. 

Scholars previously viewed performance    
management as detrimental to innovation [14], but       
today’s scholars agree on the importance of       
performance measurement systems for a better      
information exchange between stakeholders in the      
innovation process [15], [16]. Although the literature       
features a range of performance measurement systems,       
such as the Balanced Scorecard [17], the majority of         
the established metrics tend to incentivize incremental       
innovations over the more difficult-to-measure radical      
innovations, as they are easier to achieve [18], [19]. 

Researchers, therefore, call for specifically     
designed performance measurement systems that can      
target the more radical and exploratory innovation       
activities [15]. Developing such a measurement system       
for innovation endeavors is, however, very      
challenging, in particular when it comes to capturing        
the causal effects of the creative activities of the         
explorative front-end phase, where teams explore areas       
of high uncertainty [20]. While earlier research on        
creativity has acknowledged the importance of clear       
goal setting and feedback mechanism, measurement      
remains very complex and is hard to adapt [21]. In this           
exploratory phase, DIUs use various practices for their        
innovation endeavors, DT being one of the frequently        
used agile methods [6], [11]. 

Another issue highlighted by research is the limited        
ability of existing metrics to reflect the shift initiated         
by digital innovations towards more heterogeneous,      
flexible, and user-driven business models [22]–[24].      
Investigating these challenges faced by DIUs is,       
however, fundamental to enable them to deliver more        
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exploratory innovations and help them navigate      
unchartered territory [5]. 

To summarize our research gap, although scholars       
are aware of the limitations of current measurement        
systems for early exploratory phases, little is known        
about this in the specific context of DIUs. In particular,          
we lack understanding of the challenges faced by        
companies confronted with the task of measuring their        
exploratory activities in DIUs, specifically DT. 

As long as they lack suitable measurement systems,        
companies will continue to struggle with fully       
assessing, and improving their innovation efforts,      
which could result in efficiency losses. It is important,         
therefore, to better understand these issues and propose        
solutions on how to address them. This paper, then,         
aims to investigate the challenges that companies face        
when confronted with the task of measuring innovation        
efforts in DIUs. Thus, we pose our research question. 

RQ: “What are the key challenges involved in        
measuring Design Thinking related to digital      
innovation endeavors in DIUs?” 

To answer this question, 20 exploratory      
semi-structured interviews with participants from DIUs      
were conducted. We present rich descriptions of eight        
challenges based on subareas that practitioners      
experienced in DIUs. These areas occur around the        
misalignment between the objectives and scope of       
DIUs and the measurement system. This contribution       
provides a starting point for the development of        
measurement approaches that can consider these      
challenges, and to helping firms enhance the       
effectiveness and efficiency of their resource allocation       
to digital innovation development activities [5]. 

2. Theoretical Background 

This section sets out the theoretical background       
underpinning the phenomenon of DIUs and their       
practices, such as DT and what we know about the          
challenges of measuring these. 

2.1. Digital Innovation (Unit) 

The emergence of digital innovation, understood by       
Nambisan et al. as “the creation of (and consequent         
change in) market offerings, business processes, or       
models that result from the use of digital technology”         
[1, p. p.224], presents a fundamental shift in the         
management of innovation [1], [2], [25]. As a        
consequence, business models shift from product to       
services [22] and firms need to adjust their processes in          
terms of speed and flexibility [22], [26]. Alongside this         

strategic shift, firms have also undertaken structural       
steps, embedding multiple internal units tasked with       
digital innovation endeavors [5]. Understanding these      
units as an organizational setup aimed at driving digital         
innovation, DIUs have gained increasing attention as a        
research topic [5], [6]. Despite their high relevance,        
current literature on DIUs is limited due to its recent          
emergence [5]. Based on the existing literature, we        
understand a DIU to be a dedicated organizational unit         
tasked with the exploration of new digital technologies        
and subsequently, the development of new digital       
products, services, and business models for existing or        
new markets  [5], [27]. 

This broad description shows that there are not yet         
any fixed characteristics and definitions of DIUs. So        
far, DIUs are often seen as internal but separate         
entities, sometimes also referred to as Digital       
Innovation Labs [6], [7]. However, bearing in mind the         
above-mentioned diversification of (digital) innovation     
initiatives in organizations, we deliberately adopted a       
broad definition, to include all units, whether internally        
or external located. 

2.2. DIU Practices: Design Thinking 

To enact their exploratory orientation towards      
digital innovation, DIUs rely on agile work practices        
such as DT and scrum [6], [11]. While DT practices are           
more commonly used for the exploratory part of        
software projects, scrum practices are adopted in later        
stages for the actual development of the software [28].         
As we are investigating DIUs and their exploratory        
intent, we focus on DT practices, which are also valued          
by firms for their ability to increase customer        
proximity [9], [29]. Our focus was supported through        
our early interviews which confirmed the use of DT as          
a common practice for exploratory activities. 

Design Thinking can be understood as a set of         
methods, as a process, or as a mindset [30]. For this           
study, we follow Tim Brown’s understanding of DT as         
a set of methods that aims to combine “people’s needs          
with what is technologically feasible and what a viable         
business strategy can convert into customer value and        
market opportunity”[8, p. 86]. Thus, we define design        
thinking-related digital innovation endeavors as     
activities where the DT methods (e.g. customer       
journey, interview, brainstorming techniques, etc.) are      
applied and understood in the context of process and         
mindset [30]. Literature shows that DT is used in firms          
to explore and develop radically new ideas through        
unconstrained thinking [13], or to create new ideas in         
well-established markets [30] whether to gain a       
competitive advantage [31] or to prepare managers for        
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dynamic contexts [32]. Although DT has been of        
increasing interest to practitioners and academics,      
measurements on DT activities are scarce [10], [13].        
Notable exceptions include, for example, efforts to       
measure the DT process in educational settings, to        
monitor lexical systems or to monitor progress [33],        
[34]. However, measurement systems and theoretical      
frames of where added value can be expected are seen          
as difficult or rather non-existent [10], [13].  

2.3. DIU Measurement Systems 

Following well-known scholars, a measurement     
system can be defined as a “set of tools and procedures           
supporting the measurement process” [35, p. 347]. It        
describes the steps taken for data collection, recording,        
analysis, and presentation [35]. 

Nowadays, scholars agree on the value of such        
measurement systems as beneficial to innovation by       
helping to foster information exchange between actors       
[14], [36] and enhance decision making in teams [15].         
However, concerning the design of such systems, some        
scholars argue that rigid forms of controls are needed         
to foster focus and speed in projects [37]. Others argue          
for more organic systems that allow for greater        
creativity and improvisation in teams [38]. For       
example, Amabiles’ research on creativity in      
organizations [39] has revealed that while goal-setting       
and feedback are important drivers of creativity, they        
should not be deployed to control employees [21], as         
this could stifle their creative capabilities. Thus, a        
major challenge for practitioners and scholars seems to        
be the design of appropriate measurement instruments       
[37], specifically applying both qualitative and      
quantitative methods [35] and balancing creativity and       
efficiency to consider the specific requirements of both        
radical or incremental innovation efforts [14] . 

To measure digital innovation, existing evidence is       
viewed alternatively as conflicting, scarce, or even       
non-existent [22], [23], [40]. This is specifically the        
case for DIUs [5], [12], and their adopted practices         
such as DT [10], [13]. For example, existing literature         
seems to overestimate the value of financial metrics        
while underestimating the importance of metrics for       
assessing added value beyond financial impact, such as        
customer centricity [22], [23]. Thus, digital innovation       
literature actively calls for “new forms of measuring        
success”[22, p. 6]. This is especially the case for early          
phase innovation where only a few metrics are known,         
and scholars call for “further analysis [...] to derive         
front-end indicators [20, p. 17]. Accordingly, what is        
needed is a deeper understanding of the challenges        
involved in measuring digital innovation efforts. 

3. Research Methodology 

The aim of the study was to investigate the         
challenges faced by DIUs when measuring their DT        
activities related to digital innovation activities. Given       
the nascent nature of our topic, we adopted an         
exploratory qualitative research design to gain an       
in-depth understanding of the challenges DIUs      
experience in measuring their innovation efforts [41],       
[42]. We conducted 20 interviews with DIU employees        
across different industries, using a semi-structured      
interview guide. Following rigorous and established      
qualitative data analysis steps, we analyzed the       
interviews iteratively to gain a deeper understanding of        
our topic and derive patterns in our data [42]–[44]. 

3.1. Sample Selection and Collection 

Taking into account the recent emergence of our        
phenomenon of interest and the limited number of        
available research subjects, we chose purposeful      
sampling as our sampling strategy [42], [45]. Between        
March and June 2020, twenty interviews were       
conducted with members of DIUs attached to       
incumbent organizations. Characteristics of the     
interviewees and their organizations are displayed in       
Figure 1. The average interview duration was 48        
minutes. 

 

Figure 1. Information about Interviewees  
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The interviews followed a semi-structured     
interview guide, which was constantly adapted in light        
of the emerging categories, which informed further       
data collection [43], [45]. Our interview guide was         
structured into different areas. After introducing our       
research, we asked participants to give us an overview         
of the goal and strategy of their DIU and about their           
role within it. We then asked them about specific         
projects and activities and about how they measure and         
report on their activities. We were specifically       
interested in their understanding of DT, and in their         
level of expertise. Finally, we asked them to explain         
the challenges they experienced. As a pattern of        
challenges emerged around the topic of misalignment       
early on in interviewing, we were able to explore this          
aspect in more detail with subsequent interviewees. 

 3.2. Data Analysis 

A grounded theory approach was adopted for       
analyzing our qualitative data, aiming to provide “rich        
descriptions of new phenomena”, which has been       
stated to be a valuable theoretical contribution to the IS          
Community, alongside new theories or models [46].       
First, we analyzed all interviews separately allowing us        
to gain a deep understanding of the challenges involved         
in using metrics in practice [47]. Following the Gioia         
Methodology, we coded relevant passages of the       
interview data, starting with 1st order codes and        
derived 2nd order codes [43]. An example of the         
derivation of a 2nd order code from multiple 1st order          
codes is shown in Figure 2. Each passage was coded          
and analyzed by one researcher. To avoid subjective        
interpretation and to enhance the validity of our study         
[43], [44], a second researcher independently checked       
the coding. The final coding table was discussed and         
iterated multiple times to enhance rigor. 

 Figure 2. Exemplified Data Structure  

4. Results 

Our key finding was a misalignment identified             
between the aims of the DIU– or its supposed aims –                     
(DIU Objectives & Scope), and the methods and               
metrics used to measure the activities of the DIU                 
(Measurement System). An overview of both areas can               

be seen in Figure 3. Our 20 interviews revealed that                   
this misalignment seems to create numerous challenges             
for the DIUs and their respective organizations. We               
focus only on challenges mentioned by more than one                 
DIU to allow generalizability and describe the number               
of occurrences of these eight challenges. 

 

Areas of Misalignment 

DIU Objectives & Scope 

Subarea  Challenge  Occurrence 

A. Explore vs.     
Exploit 

I: The intent for setting up a DIU lies                 
in pursuing exploratory activities but         
the metrics applied are commonly used           
to measure exploitative activities. 

6 
(IP_E, IP_J, 
IP_L, IP_N, 
IP_P, IP_H ) 

B. Innovation   
vs. Trans- 
formation 

II: DIUs contribute to the aim of       
internal transformation, but metrics    
like overall revenue or specific product      
sales are used to assess the success of        
the DIU, while no metrics for      
transformation activities are in place. 

6  
(IP_A, IP_C, 
IP_D, IP_E, 
IP_G, IP_H) 

C. Growth vs.     
Focus 

III: Organizations expect the       
diversification of a portfolio and         
therefore multiple endeavors that can         
be challenging to DIUs when trying to             
deploy their resources to focus on           
specific topics or projects. 

3 
(IP_B, IP_I, 

IP_R) 

D. Clear vs.     
Unclear Intent 

IV: If no clear intent is set for        
innovation activities, or the intent is      
not stated or documented explicitly,     
DIUs are measured on implicit and      
possibly conflicting intents. 

5 
(IP_A, IP_B, 
IP_N, IP_P, 

IP_Q) 

Measurement System    

Subarea  Challenge  Occurrence 

E. Short-term   
vs. Long term 

V: Exploring and creating new         
ventures takes a long time, yet           
innovation activities are often       
measured short-term.  

6 (IP_B, IP_C, 
IP_F, IP_J, 

IP_K, IP_N) 

F. 
Quantitative 
vs. Quali- 
tative 

VI: DIUs exploratory activities make it      
hard to show financial metrics,     
therefore they prefer to provide     
insights with qualitative metrics. Yet     
these are seen as critical and not as “as         
valuable” by management. 

10 (IP_A,, 
IP_D, IP_I, 
IP_J, IP_K, 

IP_M, IP_O, 
IP_P, IP_S, 

IP_T) 

G. Standardi- 
zation vs.   
Flexibility 

VII: Highly specific innovation       
activities demand flexibility in the         
application of a metric, making it           
difficult to find common factors with           
which to compare different projects         
through standardization. 

5 
(IP_B, IP_M, 
IP_N, IP_P, 

IP_T) 

H. 
Traceability 
vs. Respons- 
ibility 

VIII: Softer outcomes (e.g. creation of      
new knowledge or capabilities for the      
company) take time to develop and are       
hard to trace back to the DIU over        
time and the transfer gap between the       
DIU and the owner corporation. 

4 
(IP_B, IP_D, 
IP_K, IP_R) 

 
Figure 3. Areas of Misalignment: DIU 

Objectives & Scope and Measurement System 
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In the following section, we describe each area in                 
detail following a coherent structure. First, we explain               
the meaning of each subarea. Second, relying on our                 
coding table, we provide more details based on sample                 
quotes, indicated by the quote number (e.g. A1) for                 
each subarea. Third, we summarize how and when this                 
misalignment in a subarea or between subareas creates               
a specific challenge for the DIU and related               
stakeholders, such as the management of the mother               
company. 

4.1. DIU Objectives & Scope 

Within the area of DIU Objectives & Scope, we         
identified four subareas, which can create      
misalignment challenges for measuring innovation     
activities. The subareas are A) Explore vs Exploit, B)         
Innovation vs. Transformation, C) Growth vs. Focus,       
and D) Clear vs. Unclear Intent. The first and         
second-order codes as well as representative quotes are        
displayed in Table 1. Details are described in the         
following subsections. 

4.1.1. Explore vs Exploit. Many DIUs see their goals         
in being explorative and identifying new opportunities       
for their organization. While our interviews confirmed       
this general intent, many explained that the exploratory  

nature of their activities can lead to different outcomes         
than what was planned in the beginning (e.g. A1, A2).          
For example, in one case the interviewee explained that         
they deploy methods such as DT for very explorative         
endeavors with open and unforeseeable results (A2).             
The interviewee explained that progress was measured             
in the later stages of the project based on metrics (e.g.                     
ROI) used by management to compare and evaluate               
exploitative activities. Based on these metrics,           
however, early innovation projects cannot provide           
evidence for progress and thus show           
underperformance, which creates disappointment on         
both sides. This situation indicates that the team lacks                 
the right metrics with which to prove and monitor their                   
activities while management applies metrics that do not               
properly suit the project’s aim. 

Challenge I (6): The intent for setting up a DIU                   
lies in pursuing exploratory activities, but the metrics               
applied are those commonly used for exploitative             
activities. 

 
4.1.2. Innovation vs Transformation. Another area      
that can cause a misalignment when it comes to         
applying measurements lies in the initial intent of the         
DIU. For example, whether the DIU aims for an         
internal transformation or (mainly external)     
innovations, such as new products or services, was        
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raised as an important topic. One interviewee described        
how their activities, especially in the development of        
human-centered products and services, also contributed      
to transforming the mindset of the people they were         
working with. Even though the interviewee felt that        
their biggest impact had been to change the mindset of          
the team and related working modes, the unit was         
expected to create solutions (B1). 

On a larger scale, this can mean that long-term         
transformation endeavors may get stopped due to a        
decrease in revenue. One participant explained that       
their transformation unit was evaluated after one year        
of work solely based on the revenue in their region          
(B2). No metrics were applied to measure the        
transformation activities directly. 

In addition, it seems that transformation outcomes       
are not valued as highly as innovation outcomes. One         
participant indicated that they contributed strongly to       
an internal transformation, by becoming more      
customer-centric, but this was not assessed as a success         
metric for their unit (B3). 

Challenge II (6): DIUs contribute to the aim of                
internal transformation, but metrics like overall      
revenue or specific product sales are used to assess the          
success of the DIU. No metrics for transformation        
activities are in place. 

 
 

4.1.3. Focus vs Growth. Thirdly, we found different        
perceptions about how many projects a DIU should        
handle at the same time and whether a higher number          
of projects is indicative of the DIU performing well.         
On the contrary, one DIU, for example, started with         
eight projects, and over time reduced the number of         
projects to two because the DIU was unable to handle          
as many projects and, instead, chose to target its         
resources more effectively and efficiently (C1). 

It can become a challenge for a DIU if the          
organization expects the number of projects and       
outcomes from the DIU to grow, and compares it to          
other units of the organization working in different        
settings and with different objectives. One participant       
stated that the organization expected their unit to be         
able to do “more” than other units. At the same time,           
the unit itself focused on certain projects and was         
rather reduced in quantity to deliver quality (C2). 

To summarize, organizations associate DIUs with      
growth in terms of the number of projects and the          
speed of project delivery. As a result, they might         
evaluate the DIU’s performance negatively if the DIU        
focuses its efforts on fewer projects in order to increase          
its efficiency and effectiveness. 

Challenge III (3): Organizations expect a           
diversification of the portfolio and therefore multiple             
endeavors that can be challenging to DIUs when they                 
try to deploy their resources to focus on specific topics                   
or projects. 
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4.1.4. Clear vs Unclear Intent. One last area of         
misalignment occurs when there is little or no clarity         
about what the DIU is supposed to achieve. In larger          
organizations, there are multiple priorities and political       
opinions at play, making it hard for the DIU to identify           
its supposed goals. One participant described how the        
motivation behind a project is hard to identify due to          
the multiple perspectives in the organization (D1). For        
him, there was no clear intent of what the organization          
wanted the DIU to achieve.  

Sometimes implicit expectations are placed upon      
the innovation activities, but when it comes to        
measurement and evaluation, these are no longer       
considered. As found in one DIU, where the intent was          
never explicitly stated, misalignment occurs when      
applying metrics after a long time that might not fit the           
(assumed) intent (D2). 

Challenge IV (5): If no clear intent is set for             
innovation activities, or the intent is not clearly stated         
or documented, DIUs are measured on implicit and        
possibly conflicting aims. 

 4.2. Measurement System 

The second part of Figure 1 explains how DIU’s are          
assessed by using metrics to measure their digital        
innovation activities. We termed that Measurement      
System and identified this as a second area of         
misalignment. Subareas within the Measurement     
System are E) Short Term vs. Long Term, F)         
Quantitative vs. Qualitative, G) Standardization vs.      
Flexibility and H) Traceability vs. Responsibility. An       
overview of the subareas and exemplifying quotes are        
provided in Table 2. More descriptive detail is given         
in the following subsections. 

4.2.1. Short Term vs. Long Term. We found a         
conflict between DIUs and their organizations      
concerning the timeline. For example, one interviewee       
explained a perceived shift in effort and time intensity,         
when working in exploratory mode for example with        
Design Thinking. In previous activities, they      
intensified their effort at the end of the project, when          
they needed to make adjustments for unplanned user        
requirements. But working with DT from the start, this         
meant shifting to a perceived higher effort right from         
the beginning. If measures are applied short term, it         
seems like a less effective way of working, not taking          
into account potential effectiveness at a later point in         
time (E2). In another case, when presenting results to         
the management board, the CEO wanted to see        
short-term results that were difficult to provide for a         

lab that aimed to accumulate and transfer knowledge        
for the mother company (E1). 

To summarize the interview statements, we find       
that many innovation activities are on a long-term        
horizon and aim to provide long term value. However,         
members of the organization are inclined to apply        
financial metrics from early on, when the project still         
needs more time to produce a product or a service that           
can generate financial income. According to our       
interviewees, this presents a major challenge for the        
team of a DIU. 

Challenge V (6): Exploring and creating new          
ventures takes a long time, yet innovation activities are         
often measured short-term.  

4.2.2. Quantitative vs. Qualitative. Similar challenges      
could be observed when it comes to the provision of          
results based on qualitative or quantitative outcomes.       
One interviewee explained when reporting to higher       
management, quantitative metrics are expected and      
perceived as the key data for decision making (F1).         
Another participant revealed that they took a long time         
to convince management not to expect quantitative       
metrics early on. The interviewee explained that       
pressure from management was okay, but looking at        
the generated sales too close to the beginning of the          
project is very counterproductive (F2). 

Our findings show two things. First, management       
seems critical when it comes to evaluating a DIU (or          
anything else, for the matter) based only on qualitative         
data. Second, DIU’s are willing to provide insights but         
want to rely on qualitative data. This also makes sense          
as DIUs prefer a setup where they can focus on their           
exploratory endeavors in which it can be hard to show          
a financial metric. Management, on the other hand, is         
used to evaluating projects based on quantitative       
metrics as they do so in their exploitative business         
world. This translates into a critical attitude towards        
qualitative metrics which are seen as too subjective. 

Challenge VI (10): DIUs’ exploratory activities           
make it hard to show progress with financial metrics,                 
which is why they prefer qualitative metrics. Yet these                 
are not sufficiently appreciated by management or seen               
“as valuable” as hard data. 

 
4.2.3. Standardization vs. Flexibility. The question of       
standardization and flexibility concerning measurement     
systems arises as one of the areas of misalignment         
between the DIU and the organization. One       
interviewee explained that due to the high diversity of         
projects, it is difficult to track standardized metrics        
(G2). While one member understood the necessity of        
using comparable metrics, the participant also stated       
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that in the end, only the project team itself can define           
the metrics that are necessary to keep track of activities          
(G2). Thus, DIUs endeavors can be highly specific and         
of great variety, making it rather difficult for the         
organization to compare different projects or activities       
based on common metrics. 

Closely connected to the standardization vs.      
flexibility dilemma, we found that DIUs experience       
difficulties when they need to distinguish between the        
purpose of using metrics. The choice of metrics can         
vary depending on whether its purpose is external        
reporting or part of internal monitoring activities. 

Challenge VII (5): Highly specific innovation           
activities demand flexibility in the application of             
metrics, which makes finding common ground for             
comparison with other projects more difficult. 

 
4.2.4. Traceability vs. Responsibility. As the last       
subarea, we identified Traceability vs Responsibility.      
This refers to challenges occurring due to the difficulty         
in identifying the source of outcomes and to explain         
causality demonstrating the performance of the DIU. 

One participant describes how employees create      
new knowledge or develop capabilities due to activities        
in the DIU. When they start to share it with other           
employees in the organization, it is often difficult to         
trace this back. Therefore learning and development as        
a performance criterion seems difficult (H1).  

In addition, one source of misalignment is the        
transfer gap between the DIU and the organization.        
One case described the situation in which the DIU         
creates good ideas and outcomes, but the organization        
does not implement them (H2). If the DIU is         
subsequently measured on financial metrics, depending      
on the implementation of ideas as products or services         
on the market, the DIU does not seem to         
perform–whereas the DIU sees their outcome as       
successful, as they have contributed new ideas. 

Challenge VIII (4): Softer outcomes such as             
creating knowledge or capabilities for the company             
take time to develop and are hard to trace back to the                       
DIU over time, due to the transfer gap between the                   
DIU and the mother firm. 

 
5. Discussion 
 

Our study identified eight key challenges that DIUs        
experience when measuring DT related innovation      
activities, related to the misalignment between the       
DIUs’ Objectives and Scope and the applied       
Measurement Systems. The following paragraphs     
discusses the three most named challenges in more        
detail. The most mentioned challenge concerned the       

need of DIUs to be measured qualitatively, which        
conflicts with the wish from management to apply        
quantitative measures (challenge VI). Existing     
literature explains that for more exploratory endeavors,       
qualitative measurement techniques seem to be more       
suitable as endeavors with less precision and       
specificity reduce the ability to use quantitative metrics        
[35], [48]. This connects with challenge V (short-term        
vs. long-term) and with literature showing a preference        
for established metrics applied for short term horizons        
[18], [49]. As this is the case for DIUs, it might not be             
beneficial to adapt simple diagnostic measurement      
systems [35], [48]. Another frequently mentioned      
challenge was Challenge I, which stated that DIUs aim         
for exploratory activities [50] while they are assessed        
on a measurement system more suited for exploitative        
activities. Analyzing these exploratory activities with a       
closer lens and taking the example of DT reveals that          
such methods are deployed extensively. However, their       
measurement seems to be complex as key concepts        
such as iteration or human-centeredness are difficult to        
translate into metrics and their effects are difficult to         
trace [10], [13]. Looking beyond the viability and        
feasibility of a new venture and considering the        
desirability on the measurement level seems      
necessary. This connects well with calls for new        
measurement models due the impact of digital       
innovation [12]. Thus, scholars stress the need to        
develop measurement systems that allow to show       
added value beyond a financial gain such as customer         
centricity [23]. 

In addition, our findings show that to apply        
measurements in a beneficial manner, it is not just         
necessary to look at the metrics and their        
implementation but also consider inputs such as careful        
planning and communication from the beginning [16].       
As can be seen in challenge IV, the objectives and the           
general intent of innovation activities should be       
clarified explicitly from the start which is also in line          
with earlier research on creativity in organizations,       
suggesting the importance of goal-setting and feedback       
mechanisms [21]. This does not mean that the outcome         
needs to be defined from the outset, as this would be           
contradicting the exploratory and open-ended nature of       
DIUs, but that stating a clear intent helps to avoid          
conflicting assumptions. Otherwise this can create      
tensions at a later point in time, when metrics are          
applied that have neither been planned for, nor are         
appropriate for the nature of DIUs’ purpose. 
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6. Conclusion

This study investigated the challenges faced by 
DIUs when measuring DT-related digital innovation 
activities.  We answer the research question by 
presenting rich descriptions of areas of misalignment 
and describing eight specific challenges, which create 
challenges for DIUs to adequately measure their 
innovation activities [46]. In doing so we enhance the 
understanding of current struggles of DIUs in 
measuring their activities and evaluating their success 
in the pursuit of their goals. Gaining a rich 
understanding of these challenges is the first step to 
creating measurements that are better suited to digital 
innovation endeavors, especially of those with an 
exploratory focus. Our findings imply that, to prove 
their value to the organization, DIUs and their owner 
organizations need to create a fit between the 
exploratory–often long-term –objectives, and the 
measurements. 

In terms of limitations, our sample stems from 
Germany and Switzerland. We did not consider 
industry specifics in our sampling strategy, to allow for 
a broader scope. For future research it might seem 
particularly interesting to investigate in more detail 
how DIUs actually manage and steer DT-related digital 
innovation activities. We need more research to 
understand and explain the value that DIUs are 
providing beyond financial metrics. In addition, DIUs 
need to translate the organizational implications of 
digital innovation into actual metrics and frameworks 
that firms can use to pursue the development of digital 
innovation. 
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